
 

The literary and artistic work, when it loses its place, loses its 

privacy and thus its originality . 

 What was known about the term spatiality before reading this 

book (the familiar place) and that familiarity was a familiar 

city whose history and present are well known from the house, 

alley and cafes that we know well. That is, the place carries a 

national specificity, but after reading this book ... it becomes 

clear that the place goes further than that it relates to the 

essence of the artwork (technical picture) .And the place in 

the artistic image is the "sweet place" that reminds us or sends 

memories to us . And the author confirms that they are not 

engineering features, but characteristics of roll. And how the 

artistic image created by the poet becomes the property of the 

reader, and how the artist creates the painting and design for 

the recipient (comment reading and returning memories) . We 

relax ourselves by living the memories of protection once 

again. 

Architecture in the countries of the Middle East has lost its 

role to refine the sense of beauty, and has been replaced by 

random, popular or reckless, and has been replaced by 

innovative, transferred designs, which are not related to I 

"Bachelard" in any way. The place is no longer the meeting 

point between childish awareness and dream. Rather, many 

people of modern cities in the East feel as if they are in hotel 

accommodation devoid of the intimacy of social sharing. 

Also, the urban planning was dominated by the function 

description, so architecture buildings became only a shelter 

and a place of residence and nothing more. 

Identity depends on the existence of a set of values or customs 

and traditions for a group of people, in addition to certain 

environmental conditions that dye its architecture and arts in 

it and distinguish it from other buildings of other peoples and 

nations that differ from them in their values, traditions and 

environmental conditions. 
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